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NINTH BOMBER,. DROP LEAFLETS TO NAZI SOLDIERS AND

BOMB FUEL DUMP AND RAIL BRIDGE

Ninth Bomber Command HQS

Leaflets reporting the Red Army invasion of East Prussia were dropped

to German soldiers in France Sunday afternoon by Marauders of the Ninth Air

Force Bomber Command,

Nearly 400,000 printed papers were showered on German-held areas by the

Marauders while they were on the way to bomb another Nazi fuel and ammunition

dump, this one in the FORET D*ANDAINE, 8-milcs east of DOIiERONT.

The fuel supplies,.which have been an important source for enemy forces

fighting In the MAXENNE and VIRE sectors, took direct hits, crews reported.

It is believed a large proportion of the stores were destroyed.

During the bombing run, crewmen sighted 20 enemy fighters above- them.

Escorting Thunderbolts intercepted, the Nazi.craft before they could attack

the bomber formations.

However, flak was very heavy and tw'o Marauders were shot down by the

German A.A. defences.

The OISSEL rail bridge over the SEINE river was severed in another

attack by Havocs. One span of the bridge caved in after direct hits, crewmen

said.

"I saw one solid sheet of flame a hundred feet high shoot up from the

bridge and then the whole structure was covered with smoke," Sergeant S.P.

NEWELL, 615> Orange Avenue, Eustis, Florida, a Havoc gunner, said..

One Havoc failed to return from this mission.

On the way to the FORET D’ANDAINE, Lieutenant William H. PORE, Moncsson,

Pennsylvania, a. Marauder bombardier, reported he saw very little movement on

the German side of the battle line.

"Back of our lines," he said, "there was feverish activity with convoys

of trucks and vehicles of all sorts moving up to the front."
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MORE 12,000 LB BOMBS ON U-BOAT SHELTERS

Late last evening R.A.F.Bomber Command despatched a force of Lancasters to

attack the submarine shelters at Lorient with 12,000 lb, bombs and other high

explosives. Lorient is one of the most inportant U-boat bases in the Brest

peninsula.

With this port threatened by the American advance and all its land

communications cut, the Germans, as at Brest, must be making every effort to

get their submarines repaired or refitted in time to escape to sea.

There are two main shelters at Lorient, one a dry shelter in which major

overhauls are carried out, and a wet shelter in which the u-boatn can be

repaired, re-fitted, or refuelled.

Both shelters were attacked in clear weather, and first reports indicate

that the bombing was accurate and concentrated. Along the route and over the

target the Lancasters were protected by fighters.

Almost at the same time, a force of Helifaxes of R»A*F* Bomber Commandj

also with fighter cover, attacked the railway yards at Hazebrouck, one of the

main railway centres in the pas de Calais, serious damage here would block

lines of communication for the German armies coming from Belgium and moving on

I
towards the battle area.

It is also a railway centre which the Germans are undoubtedly using for

the transport of flying bombs on their way from Germany to the launching

sites.
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R.A.F. MITCHELLS STRIKE PANDER DIVISION Hi A WOOD

Panzers concentrated in a wood at THURY HARCOURT was the target

in a successful operation in close support of the arP-y south of CAEN

by Mitchells of R.A.F, 2nd T.A.F. 'this evening.

The Mitchells went over in strength and plastered the wood

with 500-lh, bowbs. They net quite a lot of opposition fror.l flak,

but the attack was pressed hone.

"It looked very successful to tie," said a Mitchell navigator.

"Stick after stick of bonbs went across the target area,"
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MOSQUITOS HIT SYNTHETIC OIL PLANT

Last night, RAF Bomber Command sent some squadrons of Mosquitos to

continue the offensive against the synthetic oil plants in the Ruhr.

They made an attack on the plant at Castrop-Rauxel, towards the eastern

end of the Ruhr.

There was a bright moon and the attack opened punctually. One pilot

saw fires and smoke beginning to rise before he left the target area.

In recent weeks, RAF Bomber Command has worked its way through a

considerable proportion of all the synthetic oil plants in the Ruhr, taking

tho largest first and steadily destroying or severely damaging each plant in

turn.

At the same time, Hal'ifaxes and. Lancasters have destroyed great stores

of oil 'for the German army in heavy attacks on storage depots in France.
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FOUGHT BLAZING AMMUNITION DUMP

With ammunition exploding and ricochetting'around them, a’Royal’Naval party of two

officers and three ratings descended a forty foot moat and extinguished a blazing dump

consisting of 100,000 rounds of ammunition.

many rounds of ammunition, ranging "from machine-gun bullets to 2. lb, shells,

exploded within a few yards of them, they not only sa%d 'thc bulk of the ammunition,

but prevented the flames from spreading to a nearby cordite magazine and a. dump of depth

charges.

Their "good service and brave conduct" have been commended in a special order of the

day issued by the Commander-in-Chief, Portsmouth Command, Admiral Sir Charles J.C.

Little, G-.8.E. ,K.C.B. They are: Lt-. Cdr. V. Holland-Pryor, D.S.C., R.N., of St.
k

John’s Wood, London; Warrant Officer Mr. R.S O Vickers, R.N., of Portsmouth;■ Stoker

Petty Officer H.C. Lofthousc, of Chingford, Essex, Leading Smoker G-. Floak, of Bristol,

and Stoker Ist. Class F.J. Hare, of St. Margarets, Kent.

They are members of the Naval Fire Fighting Service comprising naval personnel

trained to tackle fires in naval dockyards and establishments.

To tackle the fire these mon had to climb a stoop hillside 480 ft, above sea level;

lay a trail of hose throe quarters of a mile long; descend a sheer sided moat in which

the ammunition was stored and fight the burning ammunition from within a few yards of

the dump.

"Rarely has there been a fire so difficult to fight," said Lieut, Commander

Holland-Pryor, "Y/e wore all pretty well exhausted by the time wo had laid the relays

of hoses up the steep hillside. Getting the necessary amount of water pressure up to a

height of ABO ft, and along three-quarters of a mile of hose, demanded first-class

firomanship, That was Petty Officer Lofthouso’s job and ho did it well.

”Wc tried to fight the -fire from the top of the moat, but a high wind turned the jets

into spray before they reached the fire. There was only one answer to this and wo

to dc our cue from Nelson’s signal ’The object is close and decisive battle*. We

descended into the moat. The fire had got a good hold and -exploding ammunition was

darfttng in every direction.

/ "We
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"Vfe f '.cod a stack of burning ammunition eight foot high", said Mr. Vickers.

There wore loud explosions and all kinds of colours streaked through the air as the

tracer bullets wont off. . Dense clouds of smoke from ignited smoke flares added to

our 'difficulties. Boxes of ammunition spun round like pin-wheels before their

contents exploded and filled the air with flying ammunition.

"Some went up in the air .and. landed on roof-tops a mile away, hut most of it

buried itself in the earth walls of the moat* All that stood between us and the

barrage were two jets of water* I can never Understand why none of us was hit*"

"It was not until afterwards that we discovered that a pile of depth charges

was stacked a few yards away on the other side of the dump," said leading Stoker

Flook. "It was perhaps as well that wo didn’t know. Once wo got our powerful

jets on the centre of the fire we soon had it under control."

The incident Leading Stoker Flook remembers most was when a piece of bursting

ammunition box struck Stoker Ist Class Hare on the shoulder and him to exclaim

"It’s getting dangerous!" . : ■ v

"And the thing that amused me", said Hare, "was the large 'No Smoking’ sign!"

NAVAL AFFAIRS
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IN ACTION
,

500 TIMES

One of the best known and most efficient ships operating on the East coast is the

27-year old destroyer nO M. S. WOLFHOUND. She is popularly known as the ” Queen of E-boat

Alley" where she has s
J

ent most of her time during this war.

Some time ago, two near misses fr.om enemy bombs completely severed the WOLFHOUND'S

bows. Her stern was tewed into harbour and a new fore part was fitted.

Since she was recommissioned about 16 months ago, the WOLFHOUND has safely-con-

voyed nearly 3,000 ships, h «.s never missed a convoy and has never broken down. During

this commission, the IKLFHO ND has steamed c: er $O,OOO miles and her ship f s company

have been at action st id Hons more than 500 tames. There have been several skirmishes with

E-boats, but ihe WOLFH'.NND and her convoys Eave come through safely every time.

P Despite their arduous d ities, the ship’s company have found time to run cricket, foot*-

ball, hockeyboxing and water polo teams. Under Petty Officer F, Becket, of Gillingham.,

Kent, the cricket team con ten matches in sv.cession.

.The WOLHOUND wardroom is quite cosmopolitan. There is one Englishman, the

Commanding Officer, Lieutenant J.H.A. Benians, DSC, RN, of London; two Welshmen, the

First Lieutenant, Lieutenant J.D. Davies, RNVR, and'Sub Lieutenant E.H. Owen, RNR; two

Irishmen, the Navigating Officer, Lieutenant J. B. S. Howard, RNVR, and the Gunnery Centro?

Officer, Suh
~

ieutenant H-, Sherwood, RNR; t'.o Scots, the Chief Engineer, Lieutenant (E)

A. B. Ritchie, RNR, and the Gunnery Officer, Sub Lieut. T. Ross Kennedy, RNVR, both of

Glasgow; and one Nev/ Zealander, Sub Lieutena .j W. J.D, Minogue, R.N. Z.N. V.R., of Auckland.

Among the ship’s company are Stoker J. L seen, of Liverpool; Signalman F..A, Bailey,

of Barnsley; .Able Sea ?n N< Clarke, of Maneb ster; Able Seaman R. Connelly, of Dundee;

Able Seaman H, Davies, of Manchester; Leadin . Sick Berth Attendant R. D. Foley, .of Mitohai

Stoker II L, Howie,' of Eilmarnock; Leading naw V. Kendall, of Rosyth; Ordinary Seaman

J. Leighton, of Perth; Able Seaman D. Mackenzie, of Glasgow; Ordinary Telegraphist G.

Nicholson, of Dumfries, Chief Petty Officer R, .Vince, of Chatham; Chief Stoker T. Ellis,

of Great Yarmouth.

The WOLFOUND has adopted by Bridge /ater, Somerset.

NAVAL AFFAIRS
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SYDNEY PILOT GETS D.P.C. FOR ATTACKING SHIPPING

I thirty-one-year-old Australian pil’t, ’.TLying-Off icer L.7« Tarr,

’those home is at Lindficld., Sydney, '•ustrolia, lias nwordod the D.P.O.

after taking part in six successful strikes against enemy shipping off th-

Dutch coast. He has ’been in this country a little over a year and since

c mploting his training has become well known in his squadron for his

detorminatLa.n and confidence when making strikes against enemy heavily

03X001 on! escorted conveys off the German-occupied coast.

"It is a groat satisfaction" said Forr
5

"to see those flak ships

pc up in flames after you have made your attack. That is the only reward

y>u really expect."
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Supr erne Headquart ers,
Advanced Command Post,

Allied Expeditionary Force,
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In the Brittany Peninsula. Allied troops continue to strengthen their

positions in the vicinity of BREST. Our armour has freed OARHA.IX, VANNES and REDON

and other units have reached the VILAINE river at various points from RENNES to the

sea.

CHATEAU GONTIER and HOUSSAY have been cleared of the enemy. MzffENNE river

has been crossed 17 miles south of LAVAL. MAYENNE is in our hands.

Allied armour is in the outskirts of VIRAL The FORET DE ST SEVER is being

cleared of light enemy resistance. The strongpoint of ST POIS has been taken.

Two enemy counter attacks in that orca were unsuccessful.

To the north east the high ground at MT PINCON was captured yesterday by

allied troops after heavy fighting.

Between this area and VTRE enemy.resistance was stubborn and a strong

enemy counterattack was repusled. The advance continues.

South of CAEN a local attack on the east bank of the ORNE met heavy enemy

resistance in MAY SUR ORNE.

Railway bridges at OISSEL, ST REMY SUR AVRE, COURTALAIN and BEAUMONT - SUR

SARTHE and ammunition and fuel dumps in the Forests of BLOIS, ANDAINE, ■and.

EERSEIGNE and at LIVAROT were attacked by escorted medium and light bombers, Other

formations attacked Panzer division concentrations near THURY HARCOURT.

Submarine Fens near LORIENT were attacked by escorted heavy night bombers.

Fighter bombers hit an ammunition train at BELLEVILLE, south of NANTES, and

tanks near SAUMUR and attacked, gun positions, rolling stock and vehicles through-

out the day. Rail lines were cut near OH/aRTRES,TOURS LE MANS, ST CYR and ORLEANS*

Four enemy aircraft were destroyed. Eight of ours are missing.
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AIR MINISTRY

Air Ministry nO 5042

Yesterday afternoon, Halifaxes and Lancasters of R.A.F. Bomber

Command, with fighter cover, attacked the supply depots in the

Foret de Nieppe, in the Pas de Calais, and at L’lsle Adam, some

15 miles North of Paris.

Last night, a force of Mosquitos attacked the synthetic oil

plant at Castro-Rauxel, in the Ruhr.

A large fire was observed.

Other Mosquitos boiqbed Cologne, and mines were laid in enemy

waters. Prom these operations, five of our aircraft arc missing.
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NAVAL BATTLE OFF1 ST.NAZAIKS

"It was just a matter of scientific destruction by gunfire",

-was \he way an officer described how ships of the Royal Navy and the

Royal Canadian Navy broke up a possible attempt by the Germans to

evacuate a part of” their forces from Brittany by sea on Saturday

night, in a battle lasting onc-and-a-half hours, off St.Nazaire.

As a result of the action, seven enemy ships were set on fire

and sunk. ,

The enemy convoy -was engaged by the cruiser H.M.S. BELLONA,

commanded by Captain C.F.W. Norris , R.N, and the four.Tribal

destroyers H.M.C.S. HAIDA, H.M.S. TARTAR, H.M.S. ASHANTI and H.M.C.S.

IROQUOIS, which had been closely watching the German base throughout

the lightning, advances of the Allies ’ armies in the Brittany

peninsula.

When contact .was made with the enemy ships south-west of

St. Nazairc, the BELLONA and the four destroyers steamed at full

speed inshore to cut off their retreat,- and immediately opened

fire. ■ .
>

"The convoy was sighted at 6,000 yards", said Captain Norris,

■who comes from Chartham, Canterbury, Kent. "The BELLONA and

destroyers closed to 1,000 yards, heavily shelling the enemy. They

returned the fire hut ineffectively, because they were surprised.

"We were lucky enough to he working with the destroyers with whom

we had trained since January. We -worked according to plan. Each

ship took its target* Each knew its joh without question until the

operation was completed. it was a joy to work vath such a team.

The shooting was splendid, especially in view of the fact that many

of our men were new to the ship. /Captain
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Captain Basil Jones., DS0
5 DSC, RN, the Ccmmnding Officer of the

«

TARTAR and the Senior Officer of the Destroyer flotilla., said;

"In my op inion, the Germans were trying a minor Dunkirk to get away

their key technical men. Our early hitting was accurate, and some ships were

set on fire within the first few ninutcsx We undoubtedly took them by

surprise, because they fired recognition signals. Then we reformed. and

steamed by at speed, giving the coup de grace to the enemy ships".

In th words of one British Navi the action was sheer

annihilation. "We just gave the Nazis hell; they burst into flames and

sank".

Lieutenant A.WJh Matthew, RN, of Glasgow, Ist Lieutenant of the TARTAR,

said:

to US

"It lookeci/as if the Germans were trying to get some of their specialists
«

from Brittany, These merchantmen were a little bigger than we had encount-,.

ered previously, They were travelling south, and had apparently just come

out of St, dazalre when we raced hn behind then and cut then off from the

shore. After that it was just a matter of'scientific destruction by gunfire"

"We discovered another convoy in the same vicinity an hour later", said

Captain Norris, "We attacked and secured hits. A little later we attacked

again and hit another enemy vessel. We undoubtedly damaged the convoy, but we

were unable to pursue the engagement, as the enemy were able to slip away into

St. Nazairei:
.

NAVAL AFFAIRS.
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SOUTH-EAST ASIA COWIUNIOUE August 7,1944
No. 217

LikND:

North Burma - After bitter fighting our troops captured an

important hill approximately 12 miles south-west of Mogaung, pushed

South to occupy Tayagon, two miles West of Sahmaw, and then went on

to the village of Nampadaung, three miles North of Taungni.

Seventy-two Japanese were killed in the fighting. Our own

casualties were considerable.

Kabaw Valley and Tiddim Road - Extensive mopping-up in the

Kabaw follows our capture of Tamu.

Troops who have fanned out from the village arc taking more

prisoners, and are finding many dead.

Nowhere has there been contact with any organised enemy forces.

Operations arc now in progress to reduce strong bankers

covering the Tiddim Road, 50 miles south of Imphal,

AIR:-

R.A.F, fighter-bombers in strength effectively attacked positions

and transport in the Kabaw Valley and Chindwin River areas.

U.S.A.A.F. fighter-bombers made continued assaults around Bhamo

and on the railway south-west of Mogaung.

Long-range R.A.F. and U.S.A.A.F. fighters again attacked the

at Thazi, South of Mandalay, and, for the second time in two

days, U.S.A.A.F. aircraft swept over the Mciktila group of airfields

without seeing enemy activity.

Two Allied aircraft are missing.
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SUPREIE HEADQUARTERS

No* 78 ALLIED EXPEDITIONARY FORCE

Lif'ht coastal forces, under the cemrbnd of Lieut, p, ?-Taynus,

R*N»V*R., intercepted, a force of enemy P-boats off the Port of Le

Havre early on Sunday norninr'*

The enemy, who pore in lino ahead, were- brought to action close

inshore. The lost R-boat in the line v/as severely da-mbyed and many

hits pore observed on another, before tic enemy •node poed his escape*

Our force suffered no casualties.
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BURMA RIFLES PROUD PART IN JUNGLE PAR

Eyes, ears and nose to the first Wingate expedition and path-

finders to this years special force operations are men of the Burma

O-fles who have been fighting the Jap in five months of ruthless war-

fare deep into Northern and Central Burma.

■Wherever a British Gurkha or West African unit of 3rd Indian

Division operated far in the rear of the Jap linos of communication, a

small party of Burifs accompanied them. They know the hidden Jungle

tracks and this knowledge lias enabled our troops to exploit their

original role, a role which has kept the Japs on tenterhooks since

March- this year. They know the river crossings when monsoon-swollen

rivers, and Cheungs lull the Japs into a false sense of security. They

know the friendly villagers who help tc supply our troops with val-

uable news and eatables and they Imew the other kind, the few villages

who shelter and aid the hated enemy.

Many of the Burifs have a heavy price on their heads for they

are known to the japs. Some of them have been fighting the invaders

since 1941 • They fought him at Tavoy, Moulmein, Rangoon and Mandalay

and they! ve gone on fighting him ever since.

I met with some of these well disciplined intelligent Burmen

recently, writes an official observer -with special force. They had'

been pathfinding for Brig, "Mad" Mike Qalvert in his triumphal trek

through Central Burma culminating in the capture of Mogaung.

Led by Captain .Aylmer E. (Tiger) Ady, ex Rangoon planter, ’-whose

is at 44, St. Giles, Bedford, they figured in many, thrilling

exploits from White City to Broadway strongholds. Tall, dark, black-

bearded, Ady, a former London Polytechnic Cugick water polo player

/found his
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found his accomplishments invaluable in dozens of dangerous river
-u /

crossings. A powerful swimmer he often fought his way through raging

Chaungs to secure the life line for Calverts men. A ten knot rapid

all but overcame him south of Moguang but Tiger made it and another

flank surprise attack was achieved.

Judy’s right hand man is a jemadur of the Burma Rifles, He went

in With Wingates original expedition and can smell a Jap miles away.

”His jap sense is uncanny," said Capt. .Ady, "we only ignored his

advice once. He pointed out a jap section moving in the open across

our flank. We didn*t believe him and said they are Gurkhas.

The Jemadar shrugged his shoulders and we went on but they, were

japs all right and their fire pinned us down.pt was he ’Who volunteered

to go back for help. He crawled across open paddy while the japs

tried to pick him off. But he made it and Brig. Calverts men got us

out of a tight corner.”

MILITARY AFFAIRS
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WHICH HAVE OPPOSED ALLIED ADVANCE IN NORMANDY

DIVISION. ‘Approx, time of

arrival»

FROM

INFANTRY:
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NOTES ON THE CORRECTED LIST OF CEREAN DIVISIONS

Before American offensive started the number of troops facing

Americans on the Jest and the British-Canadian on the East were roughly

(equal. The fresher infantry divisions such as the 271st, 272nd, 276th

and the new 326th were blocking British-Canadian advance and had the

support of more than two thirds of the SS. armour in Normandy.

With American successes a few formations were sent Vest, for

example the 2nd pz. and the new 116th pz. and 363rd Inf.

The troops moved west have less than made up for the German losses

in casualties and prisoners and the British and Canadians now face

rather more troops than the Americans, Any count of divisions or rem-

nants of divisions facing parts of the Allied line is confusing because

the combined effective strength of the ragged left-overs of four

divisions, such as the 77th, 91st, 243rd and 352nd that have fought

the Americans since D-day could hardly equal one new division like the

276th, 277th or the 326th on the British-Canadian front. This is an

extreme case but shows the fallacy of drawing conclusions from mere

numbers.

Two divisions listed are no longer represented in Normandy, even

by decimated units: 709th Infantry Division was destroyed in the

peninsula. 71 6th infantry has been withdrawn completely from

the combat zone.

Other diyisons may be eliminated as fighting formations as a result

of the current battles. //Note*.. •
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Note that two of the German divisions announced 3 August as in-

Brittany, «26$th and 266th infantry, contributed one or more battle

groups to the fighting in Normandy and therefore appear in the list.

Origins of the released divisions

(a) ’ The greater part of the infantry and paratroops which have

fought the US troops came from Brittany or -were in Normandy on D-day.

(b) The infantry fighting the British have come from farther

afield, some good divisions from the south of France and others from as

far away as Denmark.

(c) The armoured formations have come from all over France and

from as far east as Poland.

/GERMANS, DIVISIONS
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S„ LETT, H,.C.

1)$ to
"

Brigadier Sherwood Lett. M.C,, Rhodes Scholar and peacetime lawyer from Van-

couver,- British Columbia, is one of the few high ranking Canadian officers who has

seen service in three campaigns in this War, His name first broke into the news in

July, 1942, when he took part in the Canadian assault on Dieppe and was wounded.. He

returned to Canada following hospitalization, taking a post in the office of the

Chief of the General Staff at Ottawa,

Exactly a year later Brig, Lett was back in harness again, helping organize

plans for the Canadian phase of the attack on Kiska with American troops. His know-

ledge of combined operations as learned the "hard way" at Dieppe stood him in good

stead.

A staff course in 1939 brought Brig, Lett back to active service in the rank of

captain. The following year he was appointed Brigade Major 'With the 6th Canadian

Infantry Brigade, in which capacity he arrived in England that sane year.

A three months course at the Camberley Staff College led to gazetting as General

Staff Officer Class II (intelligence) at Canadian Corps a month later

Lieut. Colonel Lett was G. S.O. I in the Second Division.

He assumed command of* the South Saskatchewan Regiment in December, 1941, and

four months 'Was promoted Brigadier end appointed to the command which he now holds.

Brigadier Lett can be labelled a "soldier’s soldier". He enlisted in 1913 with

the Vancouver Irish Fusiliers as a Fusilier, being commissioned with the Fusiliers in

1915* He sailed for overseas with the 121st Battalion C.E.F. (Western Irish) and

in i 916 found Lieut. Lett serving'as signals officer with the 46th Battalion; he later

became Captain and Adjutant of the same formation, winning the Military Cross at

Amiens.

Awarded a Rhodes Scholarship from the University of British Columbia, he resumed

his academic pursuits, following demobilization in 191 9, at Oxford University, where

he earned a B.A. (Juris) and a half-blue.

He was admitted to the British Columbia. Bar and the Canadian Bar .'Association

in 1922, .Major Lett took the Military Staff Course in 1924, passing with distinction.

In 1937 he was named president of the Institute of Pacific Relations and the Canadian

Club in Vancouver; the Vancouver Bor Association elected him to the vice-presidency

in 1939 prior to going on active service.

S.H.A.E.F.
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Air Ministry News Service Air Mini:-I try Bulletin No, 150

POLISH PILOT DESTROYS PLYING BOMBS

Further successes against the flying her' have been scored by

the Ccnbined Defences during the last 24 hours.

Fighters of jlir defence of Great Britan had a successful period.

A Polish Pilot intercepted three 'bomb.0 c ’er the sea, and shot them

•down in the Channel.
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AIR MINISTRY AND MINISTRY OF HOME SECURITY COMMUNIQUE

Air Ministry No 150

For short periods during Inst night and again this morning, the

enemy sent flying bombs over Southern England including the London

area*

Damage and casualties v/ere caused.
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THREE OIL DEPOTS HIT

Reconnaissance has confirmed that three more of the enemy’s oil

storage depots in France have been seriously damaged, following recent

attacks by R. A. F, Bomber Command.

These are the depots at BLATE, and the two at PAUILLAC.

Reconnaissance shows that, at the depot at Blaye, attacked on

August 5$ the largest storage tank of all has been shattered.

Five more have also been destroyed, four have definitely been

damaged, and two probably damaged.

The oil bunkering pier has been completely smashed, and there

is much damage elsewhere in the target area.

The Pauil.lAo depot attacked, on August 4 was also devastated.

Nine tanks were destroyed during the attack, and fires were still

burning in the centre of the target area.

The second depot was attacked on August and the five min

buildings were all wiped out.

The largest tank was damaged.

Four others have also heen damaged, and one destroyed.

The hunkering pier was chi iterated.
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